The Witch's Purse Tetraflexagon

The trick uses a tetraflexagon with two identical pockets to turn a coin into a button (or a different coin)!

1/ Print the double-sided template then cut it out and crease along all grey lines.

2/ Fold both little flaps over so that the dots touch.
3/ Put glue on the grey areas then fold to stick # to #
4/ Finish folding like a normal tetraflexagon.
(See www.flexomania.com)
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BEFORE THE TRICK...
Flip the flexagon until all five broom handles are pointing to the centre. With the cat at the top, flip one more time so a pocket appears. Secretly put a small button in the pocket then flip twice more making sure the button doesn’t fall out. The button will now be trapped inside.

THE TRICK:
Show the flexagon with the broom handles pointing to the centre. With the cat in the upper left position, flip the flexagon. Put the coin in the empty pocket. Flip the flexagon twice making sure that the coin doesn’t fall out. Now with the cat at the top, flip again and tip the button out of the pocket!

Now go and find somebody who has a small coin!
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